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Challenging the borders between
abstract art, design and craft, Sophie
Taeuber-Arp (1889-1943) was one of the
most innovative artists and designers
of the 20th-century avant-garde. Tate
Modern’smajor exhibitionwill trace
Taeuber-Arp’s accomplished career as
a painter, architect, teacher, writer and
designer of textiles,marionettes and
interiors. Bringing together over 200
objects the exhibitionwill showhow
she experimentedwith primary colours
and abstract forms, going on to develop
a series of compositions of rectangles
and circles in the 1930s. Unconfined by
the canvas, she also translated these
ideas into a series of painted, turned-
wood reliefs.

Sophie
Taeuber-Arp

Opposite page
Nikolai Aluf
Sophie Taeuber
with her Dada head
1920, Gelatin silver print
on card
12.9 x 9.8 cm
Stiftung Arp eV, Berlin
1
Six Spaces
with Four Small Crosses
1932, Oil paint and graphite
on canvas
65 x 100 cm
Kunstmuseum Bern
2
Flight: Round Relief
in Three Heights
1937, Oil paint on plywood
60 cm diameter
Stiftung Arp eV, Berlin
3
Geometric and Undulating
1941, Crayon and graphite
on paper
49.2 x 39.2 cm
Museo d’arte della Svizzera
Italiana, Lugano, Switzerland.
Collection Cantone Ticino
4
Composition of Circles
and Overlapping Angles
1930, Oil on canvas
49.5 x 64 cm
TheMuseum ofModern Art,
New York
5
Elementary Forms:
ºVertical-Horizontal
Composition
1917, Wool on canvas
38.5 x 38 cm
Stiftung Arp eV, Berlin
6
Figures
1926,Wool on canvas
50 x 48.5 cm
Stiftung Arp eV, Berlin
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Ekua Holmes was born in 1955. A life-
long resident of Boston’s Roxbury
neighbourhood, she is an artist and
community activist whose body of work
explores themes of childhood, family
bonds, memory, and resilience.
This exhibition focuses on her award-
winning children’s book illustrations –
vibrant collages revealing stories of self-
determination, love, and community
that reflect the artist’s distinctive vision
and commitment to Black imagery and
representation. The more than 40 works
on view include original illustrations
from Holmes’s published book projects:

‘Voice of Freedom’, ‘Spirit of the Civil
Rights Movement’, ‘Out of Wonder’
and‘Black Is a Rainbow Colour’.
In a time of significant diversification of
children’s literature, Holmes and her
artistic vision are part of the vital
change embraced by this generation’s

publishing industry. By daring to
challenge norms and push boundaries,
new literary and visual narratives are
being created for all children to explore
and see themselves. Influenced by the
artist’s life experiences, familial connec-
tions and friendships, Ekua Holmes’s
artwork is an invitation for all to see the
world anew.

TheArt of EkuaHolmes
Paper Stories | Layered Dreams

1
Precarious
2017, Collage of found and
painted papers
On loan from Kamil & Jake Shields
2
Sufficient Grace:
Ms Ivy Beckles
2009, Collage of found and
painted papers on canvas
Collection of Dr Patricia A Fraser
3
Golden
2009, Collage of found and
painted papers
Collection of the artist
4
Matter of Time
2006, Collage of found and
painted papers
Courtesy Boston Children's
Hospital
5
Sunflower
(Illustration to Voice of Freedom)
2014, Collage of found and
painted papers and fabric
Collection of the artist

6
Looking Back
(Illustration to Voice of Freedom)
2014, Collage of found and
painted papers on board
Collection of the artist

All works © Ekua Holmes
Courtesy, Museum of Fine Arts
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Widely considered a master of modern
portraiture, Lucian Freud (1922-2011)
was an artist who continued to expand
his exploration of paint throughout his
career. This show will feature some of
the artist’s most iconic paintings and
etchings as well as photographs that
provide an intimate glimpse into
Freud’s life. It concentrates on the
artist’s sitters who were often friends
and family, creating clusters of portraits
of those he captured over time,

They thereby illuminated Freud’s
virtuosity and stylistic development.
Deeply private and guarded, it is
through his work that we get to know
Freud the man, and this exhibition
tracks the personal and artistic changes
he went through, revealing the different
people that came in and out of his life
over a prolific career spanning more
than 60 years. Freud painted unapolo-
getic and frank celebrations of the
human form, with a focus on the phy-
sical that had rarely been seen before.

LucianFreud
Real Lives

Opposite page
Girl with a Kitten
1947, Oil on canvas
1
Installation view

2
The Painter’s Mother
1982, Etching on paper
3
Girl withWhite Dog
1950-51, Oil paint on canvas
4
Manwith aThistle
(Self-Portrait)
1946, Oil paint on canvas
5
Leigh Bowery
1991, Oil paint on canvas
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With itsmultitude of revolutions and
styles ClassicalModernismhas been an
inexhaustible source of inspiration for
successive generations of artists. In the
early 20th century, the avant-garde
paved theway for amore liberal treat-
ment of colour, line and perspective,
and outlined groundbreaking ideas for
a new social community. Impulses are
shown in an newpresentation of the 13
rooms of ClassicalModernism, inwhich
some 140works enter into dialogue

with 80 contemporary artworks from
the SammlungGoetz. In this way, the
focus on paintingwithin theModernists
in the Bayerische Staatsgemäldesamm-
lungen has beenwidened to include
photography, sculpture andworks on
paper, aswell as textile art. Like the
Expressionists Ernst Ludwig Kirchner
and Erich Heckel before them, Louise
Bourgeois andHumaBhabha drawon
sculpture fromOceania andAfrica for
inspirationwhile their focus on the
body, gender and identity is from a
female perspective.

Mária Bartuszová, whose fragile plaster
objects and organic bronze sculptures
are juxtaposedwithworks byHans Arp.
Another thematically conceived room is
devoted to the newurban industrial
architecture in‘NewObjectivity’
painting. Two rooms devoted to
Abstraction underline how the reformist
utopias and Constructivist ideas of the
Bauhaus, represented byOskar
Schlemmer, LáslóMoholy-Nagy and
Josef Albers, continue to resound in the
works of Andrea Zittel, Gerwald Rocken-
schaub and Katja Strunz.

AuRendez-vousdeAmis
MODERN I SM IN D IALOGUE W ITH CONTEMPORARY ART
FROM THE SAMMLUNG GOETZ

Opposite page
Installation view
1
Ernst Ludwig Kirchner
Nudes playing under tree
1910, Canvas
77 x 89 cm
2 | 3 | 4
Francis Bacon
Cruxifiction
1965, Oil and acrylic on canvas
Tryptich 3 x 197.5 x 147 cm
5
Josef Albers
Salute
1967, Hardboard
101 x 101 cm
6
FranzMarc
Tirol
1914, Canvas
135.7 x 144.5 cm

7
Louise Bourgeois
Couple
2004, Fabric
44 x 16 x 16 cm
8
Andrea Zittel
A-Z Carpet Bed
1995, Carpet
244 x 244 x 2 cm

Images 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 |
Pinakothek der Moderne
Images 7 | 8 | Sammlung Goetz
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Ridley Howardwas born in Atlanta,
Georgia in1973 and currently lives and
works in Athens. This will be his third
solo-exhibition at the gallery inwhich
hewill present hismost recentwork –
intimate, small-scale paintings, carefully
staging an interplay between portrait-
ure, scene painting, abstraction, and
design. The newwork ranges from the
non-representational to themise-en-
scène, and embraces both painting and
cinematic aesthetics. He experiments
with howpainting, colour, shape and
design coalesce into somethingwith
emotional resonance. In the small
canvases on display in the exhibition,
figurative and abstract elements play
off and cross-reference each other in
colour and form.

Theworks incorporate the vernacular of
vastly different genres of painting;
among themhigh renaissance, pop art,
American figurative painting, geometric
abstraction andwith hints to poster
design.

Subtle and deceptively straightforward,
the paintings invoke a sense ofmonu-
mentality while retaining a lingering
intimacy and stillness. Howard paints
with exquisite care, imbuing his works
with a lingering sense of time.

With allusions to photography and
cinematographic cropping, emphasis is
placed on the framing of eachmotif.
Windows, shapes, architecture, and
screens open to other realities, where
flatness and vastness are entangled.

There is a playwith scale in his work,
where canvases range from themonu-
mental tominiature, further complica-
ting the artist’s depiction of intimacy,
where tightly cropped compositions,
often leave out details thatwould direct
the viewer’s sense of narrative.

Ridley
Howard
August

Opposite page
Portrait, Tan &Orange
2021, Oil on linen
23 x 30.5 cm

1
Evening
2021, Oil on linen
20 x 25.5 cm
2
Nude AfterVallotton 2
Pink Pillow
2021, Oil on linen
23 x 30.5 cm
3
Shower Kiss in Grey
2021, Oil on linen
20 x 25.5 cm
4
Green Light, Green Shadow
2021, Oil on linen
23 x 30.5 cm
5
Triangles
2021, Oil on linen
20 x 25.5 cm
6
Nude AfterVallotton 1
Blue Room
2021, Oil on linen
23 x 30.5 cm
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The Art of Society
1900-1945  | The Collection

After six years of renovations, the Neue 

Nationalgalerie will once again present 

major works of Classical Modernism.

 

The Art of Society shows some 250 

paintings and sculptures created 

between 1900 and 1945 by artists 

including Otto Dix, Hannah Höch, Ernst 

Ludwig Kirchner, Lotte Laserstein and 

Renée Sintenis.

The works of art assembled in the 

exhibition reflect the social processes of 

a turbulent time, among them the 

German Empire’s reform movements, 

the First World War, the Weimar 

Republic’s Golden Twenties, National 

Socialism’s ostracism of the avant-garde, 

the Second World War, and the Holo- 

caust. Extending beyond a pure history 

of aesthetics, the collection impressively 

demonstrates the connection between 

art and social history.

22.08.2021 > Summer 2023 International 
Art Exhibitions 2021

www.smb.museum
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Opposite page

Ernst Ludwig Kirchner 
Potsdamer Platz
1914

1 
Otto Dix
The Treasurer
1920

2

Renée Sintenis
Self-Portrait
1944

3

Christian Schad
Sonja
1928

4

Hannah Höch
Cut with the Kitchen knife 
Dada through the last 
Weimar Beer Belly Culture 
Epoch in Germany
1919

Staatliche M
useen zu B

erlin Berlin
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CarolineWalker records the daily lives of
women around her on large canvases
and small panels, zooming in on
fleeting moments that are neither
entirely private nor public, with a
refined sense of light and colour.
Her subjects range from her own young
daughter in the living room at home to
a maid in an anonymous hotel suite,
portrayed in filmic scenes that we
observe through windows, passage-
ways or in reflections. InWindows at
KM21,Walker’s first solo museum show,
she will explore themes like privacy and
voyeurism from an engaged perspec-
tive. Snapshots, often taken in secret,
provide the basis for CarolineWalker’s
oil paintings. Although her paintings
suggest all kinds of scenarios, they are
never fully revealed.

Some works are remote and and some
are personal, involving both her
daughter and her mother. The show will
bring together more than 20 paintings
made since 2016, including four new
works and a recent acquisition by the
museum being shown for the first time.

Opposite page
Measuring
2019, Oil on board
43 x 35 cm
KunstmuseumDen Haag
Collection

1
Elaine and Elaine
2020, Oil on linen
175 x 240 cm
2
Corner Cuts
2019, Oil on linen
200 x 260 cm
3
Couch
2016, Oil on board
42 x 52 cm
4
Vanity, Room 425
2018, Oil on board
43 x 35 cm
5
Joy, 10.30am, Hackney
2019, oil on board
43 x 35 cm

Images 1-5
© CarolineWalker
Courtesy of the artist and
GRIMMAmsterdam | New York

Peter Mallet Photography
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For nearly three-quarters of a century,
from 1905 to 1970, Pablo Picasso (1881–
1973) engaged in printmakingwith a
gusto and freedomof expression that
is thrilling to experience. Nomedium
intimidated him, and his prodigious
facility with intaglio (etching, drypoint
and aquatint), lithography and linocut
inspired him to deconstruct and re-
invent customary practices.

‘Unseen Picasso’examines a select
group of iconic and lesser-knownprints
of enduring subjects from the artist’s
repertoire, including hismuses and
the nude.

The exhibition looks at the singular
characteristics thatmake these prints
rare or unique and therefore distin-
guished from any edition. Though
prints are usually produced inmultiples,
one-of-a-kind impressions are some-
times pulled in the course of a print run.
Theymay be proofs or undescribed
states in an edition (a state is any stage
in the development of a print at which

impressions are pulled). A telling case is
the 1946 lithograph‘TwoNudeWomen’,
a consuming subject for Picasso that
compelled him to transform a recogniz-
able subject into aminimalist abstrac-
tion. TheMuseum’s unique impression
of the eighth state – Picasso created
21 states exploring this composition –
is also noteworthy as the sole print from
this campaign to be printed in colour.

Pablo Picasso’s ambitious four-colour
lithograph‘Womanwith a Hairnet’
illustrates another critical classification
in printmaking. Here, the artist’s
inscription‘Bon à tirer’(ready to print)
authorizes the printer to‘pull’an
edition. Picasso’s signature identifies
this trial proof as themodel of perfec-
tion that the edition of 50 prints would
have tomatch.

Unseen
Picasso

Opposite page
Francoise
1946, Transfer lithograph,
Bon á tirer
63.5 x 48.9 cm

1
TwoNudeWomen
1946, Lithograph, eighth state
comp: 25.4 x 33.0 cm
sheet: 33.0 x 45.7 cm
2
Francoise Against a Grey
Background
1950, Lithograph, Bon á tirer
second state
comp: 65.1 x 49.5 cm
3
Womanwith a Hairnet
1956, Colour transfer lithograph,
fourth state, Bon á tirer
66 x 50.2 cm

4
Head ofWoman, No 3
(DoraMaar)
1939, Aquatint and scraper,
proof, printed in black from
plate
29.8 x 23.8 cm

Norton SimonMuseum,
© 2021 Estate of Pablo Picasso

1
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At the heart of the exhibition is the
Dresden piece‘Girl Reading a Letter at
anOpenWindow’which dates from
1657-59 and is to be presented to the
public for the first time following four
years of restoration. Eight other pain-
tings byVermeer that are closely related
to this picturewill be arriving from all
over Europe and theUSA.Vermeer’s
oeuvre is very small, with only about
35works known today. The high-class
loans include‘Woman Reading a Letter’
and‘The Little Street’‘WomanHolding a
Balance, ‘YoungWoman Standing at the
Virginal‘, ‘The Geographer’, ‘Womanwith
the Pearl Necklace’, ‘The Girl with the
WineGlass’and‘The Procuress’. The Frick
Collection in NewYorkwill also be
lending the painting‘Girl Interrupted at
HerMusic’to a European institution for
the first time.

In addition to this, 50works of Dutch
genre painting from the second half of
the 17th century, includingmajorworks
by Pieter deHooch, GerardDou, Frans
vanMieris andGerardTer Borch, will
offer a comprehensive insight into
Vermeer’s artistic environment.

The exhibition is divided into 9 sections,
each centred in one ofVermeer's pain-
tings. The first section represents an
introduction toVermeer’s artistic
setting in Delft. Moving onwe have
‘Reflections of the Soul’, ‘Reality and
Deception’, ‘WhenTime Stands Still’, ‘The
Language of Love’or‘Messages from
theHeart’, Their show culminates in the
highlight of the exhibition: the room
where the‘Girl Reading a Letter at an
OpenWindow’is presented in its new
setting, surrounded by outstanding,
unique examples of the decorative arts.

Johannes
Vermeer
On Reflection

Opposite page
Johannes Vermeer
Girl Reading a Letter at the
OpenWindow
1657-59, Stages of restoration
©Gemäldegalerie Alte Meister,
Staatliche Kunstsammlungen
Dresden
1
Installation view
2
Johannes Vermeer
The Girl with theWine Glass
1658, Oil on canvas
77.5 x 66.7 cm
© Braunschweig, Herzog Anton
Ulrich-Museum
3
Johannes Vermeer
StandingVirginal Player
c1670-72, Oil on canvas
51.7 x 45.2 cm
© The National Gallery, London
4
Johannes Vermeer
Letter Reader in Blue
c1663, Oil on canvas
46.5 x 39 cm
© Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam
5
Johannes Vermeer
Womanwith the Scales
1662-65, Oil on canvas
39.7 x 35.5 cm
©National Gallery of Art,
Widener Collection, Washington
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Sandro 
Botticelli
1445-1510

This show celebrates the creative genius 

of Botticelli (1445-1510) and the activity of 

his workshop, by exhibiting around 40 

works by the master, along with several 

paintings by his contemporaries, who 

were greatly influenced by him.

Sandro Botticelli was one of the greatest 

artists in Florence, and his career attests 

to the economic development and 

profound changes that transformed 

the rule of the Medici. 

Botticelli is undoubtedly one of the most 

well-known Renaissance artists in Italy. 

He consistently alternated between the 

production of one-off paintings and 

works issued in series, completed by his 

assistants.

The exhibition will show Botticelli’s 

workshop strategy, laboratory of ideas 

as well as a place of artistic training, 

characteristic of the Italian Renaissance.

It will present Botticelli in his role as a 

creative artist and also as a entrepreneur.

10.09.2021 > 24.01.2022 International 
Art Exhibitions 2021

musee-jacquemart-andre.com
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Opposite page

Judith leaving the tent 
of Holofernes
1497-c1500, Tempera on wood 

36.5 x 20 x 7 cm

© Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam

1

Venus
c1490, Oil on canvas

158.1 x 68.5 cm 

RMN-Grand Palais
2

Verrocchio and workshop 

Cassone panel: La Bataille
c1475-1480, Tempera, oil, 

gold on wood

51 x 158 x 3 cm 

Institut de France, Musée 

Jacquemart-André, Paris

3

Master of Gothic buildings 
(Workshop of Botticelli)
Nativity in front of a 
maritime city 

after 1490 

Jacquemart-André Museum
4

Botticelli’s Workshop
Replica of Our Lady of the 
Magnificat of Offices
Tempera on wood

112 x 115 x 5 cm (114.5 cm diam) 

Musée Fabre, Montpellier 
5

The Flight into Egypt
1510, Oil on canvas

151 x 89 cm

Jacquemart-André museum 
6

Madonna Campana
1467-1470, Tempera on poplar

72 x 51 cm

Louvre Museum
7

Portrait of Julien de Medici 
1478-1480, Tempera and oil 

on wood

59.5 x 39.3 cm 
© Fondazione Accademia 
Carrara, Bergamo

M
usée Jacquem

art-A
ndré Paris
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The LeopoldMuseumhosts the first
presentation of the Schedlmayer
Collection – a collectionwhich is still
unknown to thewider public. Hermi &
Fritz Schedlmayer spent nearly three
decades passionately compiling an
eminent selection of artisan craftwork
and examples of fine arts. The history of
the collection began in 1989, when
the Austrian couple bought theVilla
Rothberger in Baden.They restored the
house, which in 1912 had been exten-
sively refurbished and furnished by the
architect Otto Prutscher.

Having discovered Prutscher’smulti-
facetedwork they set about researching
his life and oeuvre. They placed empha-
sis on the fine arts and acquired excep-
tional works of German Expressionism
by Karl Hofer, Christian Rohlfs, Max
Pechstein and Ernst Ludwig Kirchner, as
well as paintings by representatives of
AustrianModernism, including Broncia
Koller-Pinell, Jean Egger, Anton Kolig,
FranzWiegele andAnton Faistauer.

TheSchedlmayer
Collection
ADiscovery

Opposite page
Karl Hofer
Three Girls at theWindow
1939
© Private Collection

1
Erika Giovanna Klien
Female Dancer
c1930
© Private Collection
2
Christian Rohlfs
WomanwithMirror
1928
© Private Collection
3
Anton Faistauer
Portrait of a Lady
1929
© Private Collection
4
Heinrich Campendonk
Blue Horse
1919
© Private Collection
5
Broncia Koller-Pinell
Self-Portrait
c1910
© Private Collection

All Photos:
LeopoldMuseum, Vienna
Manfred Thumberger3 4
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TheThyssen-Bornemisza National
Museumhosts the first retrospective to
be held inMadrid on the surrealist
painter, RenéMagritte (1898-1967), since
the event organised by the JuanMarch
Foundation in 1989. The showwill bring
together around 95works, including
paintings andworks on paper, along
with a someof photographs and films.
Since the idea of automating creative
work came about, the painter, René
Magritte, also fantasisedwith a cata-
logue of devices designed to automate
thought and creation processes, which
included a universalmachine tomake
paintings. Now, theThyssen-Borne-
misza NationalMuseumwill reveal the
functioning of this imaginarymachine
in this exhibition.

Known for his ingenious and provoca-
tive images, the Belgian surrealist used
his work to try and change the
preconditioned perception of reality
and force the observer to become
hypersensitive to his/her surroundings.

This show is organised into seven parts,
corresponding to the repertoire of
interconnected devices thatmake up
‘TheMagritteMachine’. It presents the
museum, as an instrument that cata-
logues and exhibits: the silhouette, as a

device that cuts and fills: thewindow,
which frames and covers: themechan-
ism that alters the size andweight: the
mimicry, that enables camouflage
within the environment, and themask,
that removes and projects the face.

The
Magritte
Machine

Opposite page
The Blank Signature
1965
National Gallery of Art,
Washington
Mr &Mrs Paul Mellon Collection

1
The Key of the Fields
1936
Museo Nacional Thyssen-
Bornemisza, Madrid
2
Attempting the Impossible
1928
ToyotaMunicipal Museum of Art

3
The AmorousVista
1935
Private collection, courtesy
Guggenheim, Asher Associates
4
TheMasterpiece or the
Mysteries of the Horizon
1955
Frederick RWeisman Art
Foundation, Los Angeles
5
The Dream
1945
UtsonomiyaMuseum of Art,
Japan

4

5
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Amedeo Modigliani
The Revolution of Primitivism

This major retrospective marks the 100th 

anniversary of Amedeo Modigliani’s 

death. For the first time, Modigliani will 

not be regarded as a bohemian under 

the influence of alcohol and drugs, as 

a pleasing portraitist and pioneer of 

Art Déco, but as a leading artist of the 

avant-garde who carried the revolution 

of Primitivism far into the twentieth 

century. Modigliani will premier in 

Austria with his celebrated nudes and 

outstanding portraits, as well as his 

sculptures, which are rarely to be found 

in museums throughout Europe. 

The show will bring together works from 

major public museums and the most 

prominent private collection between 

Asia and America. A special focus will be 

placed on the artist’s lifelong exploration 

of the art of Primitivism. His oeuvre will 

thus be juxtaposed with characteristic 

key works by such artists as Picasso, 

Brâncuşi and Derain, as well as artifacts 

from so-called “primitive” prehistoric, 

archaic and non-European civilizations.

17.09.2021 > 09.01.2022 International 
Art Exhibitions 2020

www.albertina.at

3
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Opposite page

Sitting Nude
1917
Koninklijk Museum voor Schone 
Kunsten, Antwerpen (KMSKA)

1

Female Nude Reclining 
on a Pillow 
c1917

Staatsgalerie Stuttgart
2

Caryatid with a Vase
c1914

Tate, London
3

Female Semi-Nude
1918

Albertina Museum, Vienna
4

Head
1911-12

Minneapolis Institute of Art,
Minneapolis

A
lbertina M

useum
 Vienna
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This is the first retrospective exhibition
in Spain to be dedicated to Alice Neel.
It brings together a select group of
works, most of them vivid and minutely
executed portraits in which the artist
distils the personality and presence of
those who posed for her. The starting
point of Neel’s work is a desire to
represent urban life in a new way, and
especially that of New York, a city where
she lived for several decades and which
in her pictures becomes the symbolic
metropolis or capital of the 20th
century. Some portraits manage to
show the social, economic, and political
context to which their sitter belongs,
and even clearly capture the spirit of
their time.

Neel set herself this goal, and there is no
doubt that she achieved it while also
filling each of her works with emotional
intensity. The forgotten history of those
underprivileged for reasons of gender,
race, or social class, and the struggle
of women to be professionals and
mothers at the same time.

Throughout her long career, Alice Neel
overcame numerous limitations and
social and artistic conventions to carve
out her own path and achieve her
artistic purposes. She was determined
to show her courage, and it finally won
her recognition, especially in the last
decades of her career.

AliceNeel
People Come First

Opposite page
Geoffrey Hendricks
and Brian
1978, Oil on canvas
118.7 x 93.3 cm
San Francisco Museum
of Modern Art
1
Alice Neel
in her NewYork studio
c1960
Photo: Estate of Alice Neel
2
PregnantMaria
1964
Oil on canvas
81.3 x 119.4 cm
102.9 x 140.7 x 1.9 cm (framed)
Private collection
3
Georgie Arce No 2
1955, Oil on canvas
76.2 x 55.9 cm
83.5 x 62.9 cm (framed)
Collection of Lonti Ebers
4
Self-Portrait
1980, Oil on canvas
135.3 x 101 x 2.5 cm (framed)
144.8 x 109.2 x 5.1 cm
National Portrait Gallery,
Smithsonian Institution
5
Carmen and Judy
1972, Oil on canvas
108.6 x 83.5 x 4.4 cm
Oklahoma City Museum of Art,
Westheimer Family Collection
6
Nancy andOlivia
1967, Oil on canvas
99.1 x 91.4 cm
106 x 98.4 cm (framed)
Collection of Diane & David
Goldsmith

All works
© The Estate of Alice Neel,
Bilbao, 2021
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fondationbeyeler.ch

The exhibition shows works by women
artists occupying prominent positions
within the history of modern art from
1870 to the present day. It was at the
beginning of this period that women
artists in Europe and America were in a
position to make their first significant
incursions into the professional world of
art. Focussing on nine artists, on their
depiction of the human figure – on the
portrait self-portrait in differing forms.
The exhibition focusses on the artists’
gaze, on their personal vision of their
surroundings that finds expression in
the portraits of themselves and others.
In a synoptic perspective, it becomes
possible to experience how the artists’
view of their subject shifts between
1870 and the present day, and what
makes it significant.

The French painter Berthe Morisot
and the American Mary Cassatt, both
active in the 1870s and 1880s in Paris,
the then centre of contemporary art.

The German Paula Modersohn-
Becker, moving in the early 1900s
between cosmopolitan Paris and the
north provincial town of Worpswede.

The German Lotte Laserstein,
active from 1925 to 1933 in Berlin during
the later years of the Weimar Republic.

Frida Kahlo, is known for her self-
portraits, pain and passion and bold,
vibrant colors. She worked from the
early 1920s until around 1950 in Mexico
City. This was during the consolidation
and institutionalization of the Mexican
state in the aftermath of the Revolution.

Alice Neel, with a practice span-
ning the late 1920s to the 1980s, at first
in Cuba and then in Manhattan, moving
between Greenwich Village, Spanish
Harlem, and the Upper West Side.

Marlene Dumas, who grew up in
Cape Town when apartheid was at its
height, before relocating in 1976 to work
in Amsterdam.

From the same period, the US
artist Cindy Sherman, based in New
York, the Western centre of contem-
porary art established by the new
postwar generation.

Finally, Elizabeth Peyton, travelling
back and forth between New York and
western Europe since the 1990s.

Close-up1

3

2 3

Opposite page
Lotte Laserstein
Self-Portrait withWhite
Collar
c1923, Oil on cardboard
32 x 24 cm
Private collection, Germany
1
Mary Cassatt
Lydia at theTapestry Frame
c1881, Oil on canvas
65.1 x 92.4 cm
Collection of the Flint Institute of
Arts, Flint, Michigan
2
PaulaModersohn-Becker
Portrait of a Girl with her
hand spread across her Chest
1905, Oil on canvas
41 x 33 cm
Von der Heydt-Museum
Wuppertal

3
BertheMorisot
Girl on a Divan
1885, Oil on canvas
61 x 50.2 cm
Tate, London
4
Elizabeth Peyton
Isa Genzken
1980, 2010, Oil on board
35.6 x 27.9 cm
Private collection
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Armenian-Canadian photographer
Yousuf Karsh (1908-2002) is considered
one of the greatest portrait photo-
graphers of the20th century. For over
50 years in the last century, Karsh’s lens
captured not only the essence of his
subjects, but also their individual
characters. This showpresents his
famous images of political figures like
John F & Jacqueline Kennedy, Fidel
Castro,Winston Churchill, Nelson
Mandela and Pierre Elliott Trudeau.They
are joined by portraits of the celebrated
and enduring stars of theatre and film,
music, the visual arts and literature
(Ingrid Bergman, Humphrey Bogart,
Ernest Hemingway,Vladimir Nabokov,
Georgia O’Keeffe and Pablo Picasso).

He photographed leading scientists
(Albert Einstein, Jacques Cousteau and
Carl Jung) and renowned sports figures
(MuhammadAli) whomarked their era.
The exhibition also leaves room for
cowboys, farmers and steelworkers
alongside the icons of Canadian and
Quebec culture immortalized by Karsh,
includingGratien Gélinas, GlennGould,
Karen Kain,Marshall McLuhan and
Jean-Paul Riopelle. It is presented in a
chronological format that traces the
artist’s life, his stylistic development
and the evolvingworld history he so
brilliantly documented.Wewish to
express our deepest gratitude to
Estrellita Karsh, the Estate ofYousuf
Karsh and its director, Jerry Fielder, for
their priceless gift of 111 original silver
gelatin prints that are the core of this
exhibition. Complementing his
memorable subjects isYousuf Karsh’s
command of the silver gelatin process,
which renders technically remarkable
works of art.

TheWorldofYousufKarsh
A Private Essence

1
Winston Churchill
1941, Silver gelatin print
60.9 x 50.8 cm
2
NelsonMandella
1970, Silver gelatin print
35.6 x 27.9 cm
3
John F & Jacqueline Kennedy
12.06.1957, Silver gelatin print
30.5 x 25.4 cm
4
Ernest Hemmingway
1957, Silver gelatin print
60.9 x 50.8 cm
5
Ingrid Bergman
1946, Silver gelatin print
26 x 20 cm
6
Glenn Gould
1957, Silver gelatin print
60 x 49.9 cm
7
Installation view
8
Karen Kain
1977, Silver gelatin print
50.8 x 40.6 cm
9
Estrellita Karsh
1963, Silver gelatin print
60.3 x 49 cm
10
Albert Einstein
11.02.1958, Silver gelatin print
60.9 x 50.8 cm

All works
Montreal Museum of Fine Arts,
Gift of Estrellita Karsh inmemory
of Yousuf Karsh
© Estate of Yousuf Karsh
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Whether clothed or unclothed, drawn
from life or painted fromphotographs,
sometimes seedy, sometimes forbid-
ding, Sickert’s raw human sitters were
the defining subject of his career. From
his apprenticeshipwithWhistler and
Degas, Sickert grew to be a towering
figurewhosework later had a direct
influence on a generation of post-war
London figure painters, including
Bacon, Freud, Auerbach and Kossoff.
Vivid faces and startling nudeswill hang
beside dazzling theatre scenes likeThe
PlazaTiller Girls – a series of fourworks.

In his career up to 1914, spent inVenice,
Dieppe and London, Sickert’s figures
and faceswere by turnsmalevolent and
nasty, sensuous and tender. Though he
is best known for suggestive scenes of
lust or violence, painted in Camden
Townbetween 1906-14, his depiction
ofmen andwomen rangedwidely.
His sitters were both very old and very
young, and any given individual could
be recast inwhatever rôle a painting
required –whether victim or
perpetrator, desirous or desirable.

Sickert regarded himself as a literary
painter, his characters having the same
vivacity as any found in the novels of
Balzac or Dickens. 1914was a turning
point in Sickert’s career.While he con-
tinued to depict the human face and
figure, his palette grewbrighter and less
naturalistic, and his representation of
the figure becamemore fragmented
than ever before. Hewas the towering
artistic personality of the interwar
period, with a reputation supported by
paintings of originality and daring.

Sickert
TheTheatre of Life

1
Cicely Hey
1923, Oil on canvas
2
The PlazaTiller Girls
1928, Oil on canvas
3
Mother & Daughter
Lou Lou I LoveYou
1911, Oil on canvas
4
Woman Seated at aWindow
1907, Oil on canvas
5
The Studio:
The Painting of a Nude
c1906, Oil on canvas

Images courtesy of
Piano Nobile | Robert Travers
(Works of Art) Limited

Opposite page
The PlazaTiller Girls
1928, Oil on canvas
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The first ever exhibition dedicated to
Dante Gabriel Rossetti’s portraits,
featuring such iconic artworks asThe
Blue Bower (1865) and Blue Silk Dress
(JaneMorris) (1868), which reveals
the artist at the height of his creative
powers, alongside lesswell-known,
but equally compelling drawings of his
inner circle, including his intense and
thoughtful portrait ofWilliamHolman
Hunt,made at John EverettMillais’s
studio, whenmembers of the Brother-
hood gathered to draw each another.

Best known for his sensuous visions of
female beauty painted in oil, Rossetti
(1828-82) also produced portraits of at
least 90 different people throughout his
career, including his family,members
of the Pre-Raphaelite circle, patrons,
models, friends in thewider art world
and the threewomen – Elizabeth Siddal,
Fanny Cornforth and JaneMorris who
dominated his art and life. The portraits
Rossettimade of the peoplewho
mattered to him record an irrecoverable
moment in the life of the individual
represented. At the same time, each
tells usmuch about the artist and how

he viewed those closest to him.Many
of theworks in this showdemonstrate
Rossetti’s conventional portraits, made
as tokens of friendship, respect and
affection. Also included are several
examples of works that blur the boun-
daries between portraiture and abstract
or narrative compositions, inwhich the
models’ identities are brought to the
fore as they pose as literary or biblical
figureswhose lives parallel their own.
This entanglement of art and life,
character andmodel, subject painting
and portraiture, highlights the layers of
meaning behindmany of his works.

Rossetti’s
Portraits

Opposite page
Blue Silk Dress (JaneMorris)
1868, Oil on canvas
101.5 x 90.2 cm
© Society of Antiquaries of
London: Kelmscott Manor

1

1
Elizabeth Siddal
1854 Pen and ink on paper
238 x 12 cm
©The Victoria and Albert
Museum, London
2
Monna Vanna
1866, Oil on canvas
88.9 x 86.4 cm
© Tate, London
3
The Blue Bower
1865, Oil on canvas
84 x 70.9 cm
© The Henry Barber Trust,
The Barber Institute of Fine Arts,
University of Birmingham
4
Aurelia (Fazio’s Mistress)
1863-73, Oil paint on mahogany
43.2 x 36.8 cm
© Tate, London

All works
Dante Gabriel Rossetti
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Froma childhoodmarked by poverty
and neglect to a career as a popular
artist’smodel, SuzanneValadon defied
the odds to become a successful pain-
ter. Passionate about art from an early
age, shemodeled in her teens for artists
including Pierre-Auguste Renoir and
Henri deToulouse-Lautrec. Edgar Degas
encouraged her earliest artistic efforts,
praising the use of line in her drawings
and introducing her to printmaking
techniques. Later, when she turned to
painting, she showed herwork regularly
at the Salon des Indépendants and the
Salon d’Automne.

Valadonmade a living fromher art at a
timewhenwomen faced countless
obstacles to professional success, but
despite these accomplishments, her
work has received scant attention
outside of France. Through this show,we
aim to draw attention to theways in
whichmany artists ofmerit are unjustly
neglected because of biases surround-
ing gender, sexuality, ethnicity and class.

We are proud to present the firstmajor
US exhibition dedicated toValadon, and
bring renewed attention to her signifi-
cant body ofwork.The show features 54
works, including paintings, drawings,
and prints created between 1890 & 1937.
Refusing to follow artistic trends and
continuously faithful to figurative
representation,Valadon developed a
distinctive pictorial language of her own.

SuzanneValadon
Model | Painter | Rebel

Opposite page
Reclining Nude
1928
©MetropolitanMuseum of Art,
New York
Robert Lehman Collection

1
The Utter Family
1921
Centre Pompidou –Musée
National d’Art Moderne, Paris
2
Self-Portrait
1927
Collection of the City of Sannois,
Val d’Oise, France,
On temporary loan to the
Musée deMontmartre, Paris
3
Nude Sitting on a Sofa
1916
TheWeisman &Michel Collection
4
After the Bath
1908
Association des Amis du Petit
Palais, Geneva
5
Portrait of Maurice Utrillo
1921
Collection of the City of Sannois,
Val d’Oise, France
On temporary loan to theMusée
deMontmartre, Paris

All works
© 2021 Artist Rights Society (ARS),
New York
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A spectacular exhibition on the life and
work of Baroque painter Artemisia
Gentileschi (1593-c1654). Shewas one of
themost important representatives of
seventeenth-century Italian painting
andwas sowell known that only her
first namewas enough, and still is:
‘Artemisia’. As awoman, shemanifested
herself in aman's world, without
conforming.Which is why in later times
shewould become a symbol of the
struggle against patriarchy.

She is a painter, she is awoman, she is
a great artist, she is an unparalleled
talent, not in spite of being awoman,
but thanks to it. She uses her own
image, her ownbody, shemasters it
like a language.

And so Artemisia acquires a place in
the history of women. She relates to the
greatwomen of historywhom she
paints and to later womenwho come
to see Artemisia as a symbol of the
struggle against patriarchy. This pers-
pective – that of Artemisia in the history
of women, rather than awoman in a
male-dominatedworld – is the one that
themuseumhas consciously and
confidently chosen in the exhibition
‘Artemisia |Woman& Power’.

The exhibition revolves around the
rediscovery of a female icon. Shewas an
artist's daughter and an outstanding
(portrait) painter who created scenes
that are baroque, sensual, sometimes
bordering on scandal, amixture of
violence and seduction. She suffered
turmoil andmoney problems, a break
with her father,motherhood and the
loss of her children. Despite this she had
international clients and an enviable
reputation in amale-dominatedworld.

About twenty paintings by Artemisia
can be seen in the exhibition.Monu-
mental canvases, but also intimate
portraits. Important loans frompublic
collections - including the Palazzo Pitti
in Florence,MuseumCapodimonte in
Naples and theMuseumof Fine Arts in
Budapest – are shown alongside recent
discoveries fromprivate collections.
In addition, themuseumwill display
another twentyworks by Artemisia's
(male) contemporaries.

ArtemisiaGentileschi
Woman & Power

Opposite page
Santa Lucia
c1636-38, Oil on canvas
Private collection, Naples
1
Cleopatra (detail)
c. 1630-50, Oil on canvas
Private collection, Naples
2
Ja‘l and Sisera
1620, Oil on canvas
Szépművészeti Múzeum
Museum of Fine Arts, Budapest
3
Cleopatra
c1620-25, Oil on canvas
Collection Cavallini Sgarbi,
Ferrara
4
Allegory of Fame
c1630-35, Oil on canvas
The Bennett Collection ofWomen
Realists, San Antonio
5
Judith and Abra with the
Head of Holofernes
c1607-10, Oil on canvas
Collection Fabrizio Lemme, Rome
6
David and Goliath
c1631, Oil on canvas
Private collection
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The Arts Club is thrilled to announce an
exhibition of paintings, found objects
and collage artworks by Peter Blake, the
President ofThe Arts Club and a long-
standingmember since 1981. Highly
inventive and influential, Blake is
frequently described as the godfather
of British Pop art. Bringing together new
and historic pieces, the show includes
his recent painted portrait series Girl
with aDisneyTattoo, on public display
for the first time; portraits of both
Queen Elizabeth II, painted in 2012, and
MeghanMarkle, painted in 2018; collage
works fromhis Joseph Cornell’s Holiday
series; andworks featuring his longtime
obsession,MarilynMonroe. At the core
of Blake’s work is a fascinationwith
popular culture and history, including
music, film, art historical figures, the
Royals and celebrity.

Since the late 1950s and early 1960s, he
has been one of Britain’s best-known
Pop artists, and arguably itsmost idio-
syncratic. Throughout his practice, Blake
has cultivated a specifically British pop
aesthetic on his own terms: a counter-

part to both American Pop artists such
asWarhol or Lichtenstein, and to his
British peers Allen Jones, Patrick
Caulfield and JoeTilson, It’s this ‘Blake’
aesthetic that he has also brought to
such album covers as the Beatles’Sgt

Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band and
Oasis’Stop the Clocks. On view atThe
Arts Club is hismore recent series of
portraits painted during lockdown, Girl
with aDisneyTattoo (part of what Blake
refers to as his late period).

Pop Goes the Arts Club
TheWorldofPeterBlake

Opposite page
Queen Elizabeth II
(Radio Times Diamond Jubilee
Royal Souvenir Cover)
2012, Watercolour on paper
21.9 x 21.2 cm

1
The ButterflyMan –Tokyo
(in homage to Damien Hirst)
2010, Collage on inkjet print
83.8 x 94 cm
2
MeghanMarkle,
The Duchess of Sussex
2018,Watercolour on paper
30 x 21.5 cm
3
Late Period
Girl with a DisneyTattoo 3
2020, Oil on wooden panel
14.2 x 10.5 cm (framed)
4
Late Period
Girl with a DisneyTattoo 1
2020, Oil on wooden panel
12 x 8.5 cm (framed)
5
Late Period
Girl with a DisneyTattoo 4
2020, Oil on wooden panel
25.5 x 19.5 cm (framed)

All images:
CourtesyWaddington Custot2 4 3 4
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The restoration ten years ago of the
copyof theMona Lisa in theMuseo del
Prado revealed that its black back-
ground concealed a landscape similar
to the original in the Louvre.

The technical study undertaken at the
time concluded that the copywas
executed by a student of Leonardo da
Vinci (c1452-1519) during part of the
sametime that Leonardowasworking
on his original. An analysis of theworks
produced in Leonardo’s studio
introduces us to the artistic personality
of itsmembers and their working
methods.

It also tells us about their trainingwith
themaster, which centred on educating
the gaze and on understanding the
effects of light and colour that he him-
self strove to reproduce. These students’
paintings reveal that Leonardo gave his
collaborators considerable freedom
with regard to their works, as along as
they always reflected the aims that he
himself had defined for art.

A significant issue and one central to
this exhibition is how Leonardo
authorised the copy and production of
paintings based on his prototypes and
paintings or drawings – and howhe
collaborated on someof them.
Documentation of the period reveals
that some of theseworkswere
produced under his supervision and
after his drawnmodels.

Leonardo
and the copy of
TheMona Lisa

3
Attributed to Giovanni
Antonio Boltraffio
TheYoung Saviour
c1490-95, Oil on panel
25.3 x 18.5 cm
Museo Lázaro Galdiano,
Madrid
4
After Leonardo da Vinci
Leda
1510-20, Tempera on panel
115 x 86 cm
Galleria Borghese, Rome
5
Lombard painter
(Studio of Leonardo da Vinci?)
The Christ Child embracing
a Lamb
1520-30, Oil on panel
72 x 56 cm
Fundación Casa de Alba,
Madrid

6
Studio of Leonardo da Vinci,
authorised and supervised
by Leonardo
The SalvatorMundi
(Ganay version)
c1505-15, Oil on panel
68.2 x 48.8 cm
Private collection

2
Studio of Leonardo da Vinci,
authorised and supervised
by Leonardo
TheMona Lisa
(after restoration)
1507(8)-1513(16), Oil on panel
76.3 x 57 cm
Museo Nacional del Prado,
Madrid

1
Studio of Leonardo da Vinci,
authorised and supervised
by Leonardo
TheMona Lisa
(before restoration)
1507(8)-1513(16), Oil on panel
76.3 x 57 cm
Museo Nacional del Prado,
Madrid
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